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Abstract. Small angle electron scattering with intense electron beams opens up the possibility of performing almost real
photon induced reactions with thin, polarized hydrogen and few body targets, allowing for the detection of low energy charged
particles.This promises to be much more effective than conventional photon tagging techniques. For photo-pion reactions some
fundamental new possibilities include: tests of charge symmetry in the N-N system by measurement of the neutron-neutron
scattering length ann in the γD→ pi+nn reaction; tests of isospin breaking due to the mass difference of the up and down
quarks; measurements with polarized targets are sensitive to piN phase shifts and will test the validity of the Fermi-Watson
(final state interaction) theorem. All of these experiments will test the accuracy and energy region of validity of chiral effective
theories.
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The development of low energy, high intensity electron accelerators raises the possibility of conducting fundamental
experiments in photo-pion production from the proton and neutron (in few body targets) by detection of small angle
electro-pion production at very low Q2 values. This builds on the demonstrated value of high current electron scattering
experiments with thin, polarized targets by the BLAST experiment at Bates[1]. It was a planned future project at
Bates[2] which was not carried out due to the termination of funding. The method will first be presented followed by
a few important possibilities.
Forward angle electron scattering (virtual photon tagging) is potentially significantly more effective than conven-
tional photon tagging and will open up significant experimental possibilities. The reason is that all of the detected
electrons will have interacted in the target and have lost energy. This allows for the use of higher currents, thin targets
and the detection of low energy changed particles. This can also allow the utilization of atomic beam polarized targets
which are isotopically pure but thin. In a conventional tagger the photons are produced in an upstream radiator which
is limited by the maximum allowable rate in the tagger detectors (typically ≤ 1 MHz). Most of the tagged photons do
not interact in the target. This loss is compensated for by the use of thick targets which do not allow for the detection
of low energy charged particles (For the latest photo-pion production experimental results and references to tagged
photons see[3]). In addition, to obtain polarized targets one must use complex materials such as butanol (H10,C4,O)
which produce large backgrounds due to the heavier elements.
A schematic version of small angle electron scattering is shown in Fig.1. An electron beam is incident on a target
and the scattered electrons are detected at small angles, preferably with φ symmetry to increase the counting rate and
also to enable simultaneous determination of reactions with a range of out of plane angles. The use of a magnetic
spectrometer enables measurements of the electron energy loss. The main background rate in the electron detector is
due to Moller scattering. Fig.2 shows the energy loss ∆E of the scattering electrons versus electron angle for incident
energies of 300 and 500MeV and the count rate for the anticipated luminosity(see discussion after Eq.3).It can be
seen that for ∆E 200 MeV, which is required for pion production, one needs angles ' 40(20) for incident electron
energies of 300 (500) MeV in order to have the Moller electron energy loss sufficiently large to be able to eliminate
this background by magnetic analysis. For smaller electron angles the rates could be handled down to θe ' 20(10) but
probably not at smaller angles.
To a good approximation the relationship between small angle electron scattering and the photo-hadron cross section
is[4]
dσ e,e
′x/(dΩe|dE ′ |dΩx)' R0/sin2(θe/2)dσ γ,x/dΩx (1)
R0 = α/(8piEγ)(1+(E
′
/E)2), Eγ −E−E ′
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FIGURE 1. Schematic internal target setup.Left panel: Target and detectors in a magnetic field. Right panel: forward tagger
magnet. See text for discussion
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FIGURE 2. Moller scattering for incident energies of 300 and 500 MeV. Left Panel: energy loss ∆E of scattered electrons versus
θe. Right panel: count rate in Hz into a 10 mrad angular ring versus θe for an electron luminosity = 6x1032cm−2sec−1 corresponding
to a current of 1 mA and a target density of 1017cm−2(see text for discussion).
∆Eγ
∫
dΩedσ e,e
′x/(dΩedE
′
dΩx)' 4 ∆Eγ R0 ∆φe ln(θmaxe /θmine )dσ γ,x/dΩx
where E(E’) is the incident(final) electron energy,θe the final electron angle in the lab frame, x the produced hadron,
and Eγ the photon energy. For low Q2 values the longitudinal contribution to the cross section is negligible (estimated
to be less than ∼ 2%) and the photons are almost real. It has been assumed that θe > 5me/E(' 0.50 at E =300 MeV)
but still small enough so that sin(θe) ' θe.To compute the count rate we have to integrate the cross section over the
solid angle of the scattered electron assumed to be a ring extending from θmine to θmaxe , with the result depending
only mildly on their ratio. Based on Eq.2 we can compare the luminosities of virtual tagging(vTag) with those of
conventional photon tagging(tag).
LvTagγ = NvTage R
vTag
γ N
vTag
T ' 8x1027cm−2sec−1 (2)
RvTagγ = 4 R0 ∆φe ln(θmaxe /θ
min
e )' 1.2x10−5MeV−1
Ltagγ = Ntage εtag N
tag
T ' 8x1027cm−2sec−1
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FIGURE 3. .Left panel: Experimental status of ann and app The first two points come from the nD→ nnp reaction, the third
from the pi−D→ pi0nn reaction(see[8] for references and discussion). Right panel: The theoretical cross section for the γD→ nnpi+
reaction[8] versus the relative momentum of the two outgoing neutrons pr. The cross sections are in units of 10−5µb sr−2MeV−2 for
a CM energy of 5 MeV above threshold and a pion CM production angle θpi = 1350. The solid(dashed) curves are for θr = 900(00)
shown for ann = 18,19, and 20 fm(angles defined relative to the incident photon momentum as the z axis). See text for discussion.
where for the virtual tagger we have assumed a beam energy of 300 MeV, a photon energy of 150 MeV, an electron
current of 1 mA, integrated the outgoing electrons from 4 to 14 deg. in θe and over half of the ring in φ as shown
in Fig.1, and a target density of 1017/cm2.This corresponds to an unpolarized target pressure of ' 1 mm Hg and
a target length of 4 cm. For a polarized target BLAST has achieved a target density of ' 1014 protons(deuterons)
per cm2[1] with a target tube diameter of 1.5 cm. It is anticipated that this diameters can be reduced by an order
of magnitude and this would increase the target density to the desired range(see[5] for a discussion).With these
parameters the photon luminosity will equal the one utilized by the A2 collaboration at Mainz[Mainz] for which
Ntage ' 5x105Hz,NtagT ' 8x1022cm−2,εTag ' 0.2.This is essential to achieve high quality results.Virtual tagging has
two main advantages over the conventional tagging technique. First and most important would be he pure, thin targets.
In addition, with the magnetic elimination of the Moller electrons, the main count rate limitations are due to the
maximum current and energy of the accelerator. and the throughput of the detector system.
Based on these considerations we can now discuss some of the fundamental physics possibilities in photo-pion
production which are created by the development of high intensity electron beams (for the present status of the
field see[3, 6, 7]). Due to the low target density we can detect low energy charged particles from the reactions. One
new possibility is the measurement of the nn s wave scattering length ann from the γD→ nnpi+ reaction just above
threshold[8]. If charge symmetry holds then ann = app. There has been a long standing experimental problem in the
the determination of ann which is illustrated in Fig.3 in that several experiments have reported significantly different
results(see [8] for references). Thus it is not clear if charge symmetry is violated or not. It is of importance to have
an independent check. To measure ann from the γD→ nnpi+ reaction one should choose kinematics where the two
neutrons emerge at low relative momenta. Due to chiral symmetry the pi N interaction is weak at low energies so that
its interaction with the neutron pair is small. This reaction has been carefully studied using ChPT(chiral perturbation
theory)[8] and the sensitivity to ann is shown in Fig.3. The curves are shown in terms of the magnitude of the relative
momentum of the two outgoing neutrons ~pr = (~p1 − ~p2)/2. The peak for small pr is senstive to ann. The peak at
larger pr is due to quasi-free production of the two neutrons; this peak is present when the angle θr = 900 and not
for θr = 00(angles defined relative to the incident photon momentum).This sensitivity indicates that a kinematically
complete experiment must be performed in order to obtain the full sensitivity to ann. It has the advantage that with one
experiment the reaction calculation and the deuteron wave function can be tested by a measurement of the quasi-free
peak and the magnitude of ann from the low pr peak. Another advantage of this reaction is that it can be extended to
other charge states. The well known value of anp can also be obtained from a measurement of the γD→ pi0np reaction;
this will provide an excellent test of the method and the reaction calculation.
The use of deuterium targets will also allow for the accurate measurement of pion production amplitudes from
the neutron, a topic which has hardly been addressed by previous and current experiments. The value of low density
targets allows for the measurement of the coherent cross section for the γD→ pi0D reaction by measurement of the
recoil deuterons. Near threshold, to first approximation the cross section is sensitive to the square of the coherent sum
of the s wave electric dipole amplitudes of the proton and neutron |E0+(γ p→ pi0p)+E0+(γn→ pi0n)|2. An accurate
measurement of this cross section will allow for a determination of both the relative signs and magnitudes of these
quantities for the first time and provide a stringent test of ChPT calculations. This apparatus can also be extended to
make measurements at low values of the four momentum transfer Q2.
An important use of deuterium (and possibly polarized 3He) targets is to obtain the neutron amplitudes in the
γN→ piN reactions to test chiral calculations and also, for the first time, to check isospin conservation.
A(γ p→ pi+n)+A(γn→ pi−p) =
√
2[ A(γn→ pion)−A(γ p→ pi0p) ] (3)
where A is any multipole amplitude (E0+,M1+,..). In principle this relationship should be modified by corrections
due to the up, down quark mass differences. This has always been assumed to be correct, but has never been
tested experimentally nor have the corrections been theoretically estimated. One isospin breaking correction is due
to pi0,η ,η ′mixing which causes a 2.2% correction to the amplitude for the pi0 → γγ decay rate[9]. There should
also be additional electromagnetic corrections which show up in the neutron, proton and charged, neutral pion mass
differences. The experiments would involve extractions the γn→ pi0n,pi−p cross sections and asymmetries from the
γD→ pi0n,pi−p reactions. A clear check on the calculations of the few body reaction dynamics would be to extract
the proton amplitudes and check them against the measured quantities.
The previous examples do not require polarized targets, which if employed, could lead to other important exper-
iments.The polarized target asymmetry T for transverse polarized targets are sensitive to the final state piN phase
shifts. Such measurements will lead to a test of the Fermi-Watson (final state interaction) theorem. The most likely
reason for a violation would be due to isospin breaking. An accurate measurement T in the near threshold region
shows the unitary cusp in the γ~p→ pi0p reaction[6] and will determine the s wave charge exchange scattering length
acex(pi+n)→ pi0p) which can be compared to the measurement of acex(pi−p→ pi0n) to test the predicted violation of
isospin conservation in the piN system[6, 10]. This can be extended to higher energies where isospin is also expected
to be broken by both electromagnetic and quark mass difference dynamics.
In conclusion, some important experiments that can be performed with a high intensity electron beam with energies
≥ 300 MeV have been sketched. It also may be possible to extend some of these measurements to somewhat higher
photon virtualities Q2, particularly if the beam energies are increased. This would measure the spatial extent (RMS
radius) of these transition matrix elements. To exploit this possibility will require careful design work for each
experiment and close collaboration between theory and experiment. These fundamental experiments will test ChPT
and its link to QCD, and hopefully future lattice calculations. With sufficient precision isospin breaking due to the
mass difference of the up and down quarks can be probed.
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